Addendum

With reference to Discount Bids Notice No. BCCL/GM (Mining)/La/Coal-Tptn/11/3001 dated: 09.08.2011. A Discount Bids was invited to all eligible Register contractors of BCCL for transportation of coal by mechanical means with allied jobs. In the above mentioned Notice the following points may be added:

1. In the case of Breakdown of Feeder Breaker if the transporter will transport the coal directly then the payment to the said contractor will be given as follows:

   A. If the transportation is done JGB 6 no. siding directly (North end) the lead slab shall be considered 3-4 K.M & the rate of which is 22.79/ tonne.

   B. If the transportation is done JGB 6 no siding directly (South end) the lead slab shall be considered 2-3 K.M & the rate of which is 17.28 / tonne.

Yours faithfully

S/d

General Manager (Mining)
Lodna Area

Copy to:-

1. General Manager, Lodna Area
2. Area Finance Manager, Lodna Area